INNOVATION IS OUR STRENGTH

With the LEYCO-LS 3, you
seriously reduce cleaning time

®

LEYCO -LS 3
DEGREASER FOR INDUSTRIAL
AND CATERING ENTERPRISES

LEYCO-LS 3 has been developed through close
teamwork with our successful
partners in the construction industry.
Profit from the positive experience of your
industrial partners or your competition!

LEYCO-LS 3 is the ideal degreaser for industrial and
catering enterprises. It quickly removes a variety of dirt
such as graphite, fats, oil, coal, ink, wax, industrial dirt,
smoke residue etc...
LEYCO-LS 3 can be applied to all types of surfaces metal, concrete, ceramic, marble, plastics and painted
surfaces as well as plastic fabrics. Depending upon the
degree of dirt, LEYCO-LS 3 can be diluted 1:5 to 1:30
parts water
LEYCO-LS 3 can be used in almost all types of industry as a general cleaner for floors and surfaces, or as
a specific cleaner where in hard to clean areas. Its
excellent degreasing and cleaning action, leaves even
the dirtiest of surfaces looking fantastic.
 Removes oil, fat, graphite, coal, ink, wax and other
forms of dirt
 Solves automatically contamination
 Can be used on metal, concrete, ceramic, marble,
plastic and other painted surfaces
 Neutral odour
 Extremely economically, dilute with
5 - 30 parts water
 Wilde variety of applications
 Biodegradable - free of organic solvents and
chlorinated hydrocarbons

2 Litre Hand sprayer
With the hand sprayer the diluted cleaning products can be pressure applied to smaller surfaces.
Article-No.: 80.402, Long spray extension: Article-No.: 80.413

LEYCO®-LS 3

Product-No. 20.110

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY CLEANER WITH STRONG
DEGREASING EFFECT

LEYCO®-LS 3
 Removes oil, fat,
graphite, coal, ink, wax
and other forms of dirt
 Solves automatically
contamination
 Can be used on metal,
concrete, ceramic,
marble, plastic and
other painted surfaces
 Neutral odour
 Extremely economically, dilute with
5 - 30 parts water
 Wilde variety of
applications
 Biodegradable – free of
organic solvents
and chlorinated
hydrocarbons

AREAS OF APPLICATION
LEYCO-LS 3 has a wide range of uses such as the building and ready-mix concrete
industry, printing, workshops, food and beverage industry, vehicle parks, heating and
ventilation systems, building cleaning, industrial companies, machines, etc...
LEYCO-LS 3 quickly removes a variety of dirt’s like graphite, fats, oil, coal, ink, wax,
industrial dirt, soot, sweat, smoke resin, algae, moss and other persistent contamination on metal, concrete, ceramic, marble, plastics and painted surfaces, plastic fabrics
etc...
DESCRIPTION
LEYCO-LS 3 is a safety solvent based on inorganic substances and silicates with anionic tensides. It is free from organic solvents and contains no chlorinated hydrocarbons.
BENEFITS

not inflammable

not harmful to health

biodegradable

economical

solves automatically contamination

neutral odour
TECHNICAL DATA
Density:
1,08 g/cm2
Appearance:
yellowish, clearly
Dilution:
1:5 - 1:30
pH value:
13
APPLICATION
Depending upon the degree of dirt, LEYCO-LS 3 is mixed with 5-30 parts water, and
applied with the use of a sprayer, brush or cloth. Allow the solution to react for a few
minutes, before wiping it away with a cloth or clean water.
Rinsing on painted surfaces is not necessary. LEYCO-LS 3 is suitable for use through
all commercialpressure and steam cleaners. The most economical way of applying
LEYCO-LS 3 is by spraying it onto the surface and then washing it away with plnaty of
clean water through a pressure washer.
Do not allow LEYCO-LS 3 to dry on glass surfaces.
STORAGE
Protect from frost. Store in a cool dry place. Protect from fire.
Minimum shelf-life 30 months. Store in sealed containers
PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES
Avoid contact with eyes and skin.
Immediately wash splashes off skin.
Use rubber gloves.
REMARK
Whilst information and/or specification contained herein is to the best of our knowledge true and accurate, and
is based on many years experience, we cannot accept any liability either directly or indirectly arising from the
use of our products, whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification or recommendation given by us,
as we have no direct or continuous control over how or where our products are applied.
LEYDE-PRODUCTS are guaranteded against defective materials and manufacture and are sold subject to its
standard terms and conditions of sale.
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